
NUJ members at BBC Local working in radio, TV and online are taking part
in a second strike opposing proposed cuts to local services. In local radio
it will mean output after 2pm weekdays and at weekends will now be
shared and cuts will mean just 48 hours of guaranteed local programming
on top of sports coverage every week. BBC Local radio provides a vital
service of news, information, and companionship for its communities and
members are striking to protect it.
 

 The NUJ has held negotiations with the BBC, attempting to solve the
dispute. Members went on strike in March and are doing so again, this
time for 48 hours to take a stand to save local news services. We want
the BBC to engage with the NUJ and put forward a fair proposal. The
NUJ balloted 1000 members as part of the dispute and 83% voted in
favour of strike action. 
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Striking is the last resort

Tweet a message of solidarity using #NUJBBCStrike and
#KEEPBBCLocalRadioLocal. Tag @nujofficial or email
campaigns@nuj.org.uk and we'll share your posts.
 Find out more about reasons for the strike and visit our pickets on strike
days.  www.nuj.org.uk/bbcstrike for details.
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